In this paper are given miscellaneous data which were obtained in connection with the general investigation of photoelectrical sensitivity.
The material was usually in the form of a powder which was pressed into the thin jflat glass tubes already mentioned. These tubes were exposed to the total radiation of a standard tiuigsten lamp, as already described, and the increase in the galvanometer deflection with time observed. This is the reaction-time curve, and in a true photo-electrical response this resistance change is practically instantaneous. This is shown in the first part of curve C, Figure 3 Figure   7 , curve D, which gives the spectrophoto-electrical reaction of the most sensitive part of this sample, which exhibits the photonegative reaction at low temperatures.
Curves A, B, and C depict the spectrophoto-electrical reactions for an adjacent photo-positive part of the crystal for spectral radiation intensities E = 1, 7, and 14, respectively. In the visible spectrum the response increases but slightly and uniformJy Vv'ith wave length, and it is proportional to the intensity of the radiation stimulus.
This is the first case observed in which the response is even approximately proportional to the intensity of the radiation stimulus, and is fairly uniform over a wide range of the spectrum. From this it appears that the time may come when one can prepare samples of molybdenite which will have these properties.
It is, of course,-to be understood that for use as a physical photometer, the substance having the above-mentioned photoelectrical properties can be combined with a screen which has a transmission curv^e coinciding with the visibility curve of the average eye, as now used with a thermopile. The transmissive properties of such a screen would require but little modification for use with molybdenite sample No. 29, as compared with the screen that must be used with the barium photo-electric cell.
(See Fig. 8.) In Figure 7 curve E depicts the spectropho to-electrical sensi- These cells are based upon the discovery'^of the photoelectrical activity of the deposit which sometimes appears on the plates of high-vacuum audion bulbs having oxide coated filaments.
The cells are highly evacuated, and hence the photo-electrical reaction is free from the phenomena of gasionic conduction. The photo-electric current increases with increase in the applied voltage up to a fixed point-the saturation point. Using voltages which are higher than that required for saturation, the photoelectric current is reported to be proportional to the intensity of the light, and the action is practically instantaneous.
The photoactive material is probably not the pure metal but a mixture with the "suboxide" of the metal.
In Figure 8 A number of samples of molybdenite were subjected to heat treatment (i) by passing electrical cmrent through them and (3) by heating them, in some cases under high pressure, in an oven.
The conclusion to be drawn from these tests is that slow heat treatment has no marked permanent effect upon the intrinsic photo-electrical sensitivity in the temperature range up to 500°C. At a temperature of about 600°C. the sensitivity appears to be permanently decreased. Raising the temperature to a low red (about 700°C.) heat destroyed the photosensitivity.
In the heat treatment of stibnite it was found that, aside from a possible shift of the maximum toward the long wave lengths, the spectrophoto-electrical sensitivity curve of the melted and slowly recrystallized material is practically the same as that of the aver- Data are given on the spectrophoto-electrical reaction of cuprous oxide; also of a lead antimony sulphide, Pb3SbS3, which shows that the spectrophoto-electrical reaction spectrum of a compound is not the composite of the reactions of the constituents which may be photo-electrically sensitive.
Iodine was fotmd to be photo-electrically sensitive with a maximum in the region of 0.53^1 to 0.55/x. Washington, August 30, 1922. 
